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ABSTRACT, Equations giving tho stable amplitudes of oscillation and tlio conditions 
of stability of nil the possible modes of oscillation of an oscillator with two degrees of freedom 
and stabilised by a non-linearity which can be dosoribed by a third degree polynomial are given, 
The use of a differential analyser for the verifloation of these equations is illustrated. Also 
a method of graphically representing the transient oscillations on the analyser is dosciibed.
X N|T R O D U C T I ON
Oscillators described by two simultaneous differential equations of the 
second order have two iiossibJe frequencies of oscillatiou. If the non-linearity 
of the circuit is neglected, it follows that oscillations will occur independently 
at both the frequencies, the amplitude at any one frequency being determined 
only by losses at that frequency. However, the non-linearity which is essential 
for limiting the amplitudes of oscillation introduces interdependence. Duo 
to this intordepeiidenco there are two distinct modes of oscillations. In the 
one, the oscullator may oscillate at any one of the two frequencies and the ampli­
tude of oscillation is then determined by the losses at the oscillation frequency; 
in the other it may oscillate at both the frequencies simultaneously and the 
amplitudes in that case are determined by the losses at both the frequencies. The 
detailed characteristics of such an oscillator may bo obtained by solving the 
differential equations taking into account the contributions due to non-linearity. 
In the present paper, the solutions as obtained by the variation of parameter 
method are presented (Van der Pol, 1922; Fontana 1951; Schaffner, 1954).
Experimental verification of the theoretical results were obtained earlier 
by actual oscillator circuits, the non-linear terms being realised by vacuum 
tubes (Fontana, 1951). A closer and more detailed representation of the non­
linear terms is possible with a differential analyser. The author has made use 
of a differential analyser with a view to verify the theoretical derivations for 
non-linearities expressible by a polynomial of the third degree. The results 
obtained are presented in this paper.
In visualising the growth of a particular mode of oscillation from the initial 
conditions, plots of the transient oscillations are very helpful. Theoretically, 
the transient plots are obtained by the method of isoclines and involve consider­
able labour (Schaffner, 1954). A simple method of obtaining graphical repre­
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sentation of the transient oscillations by depicting experimentally the trajectories 
in the A 1—A 2 plane on the analyser is also described.
T Y P I C A L  O S C I L L A T O R S  D E S C R I B E D  B Y  T W O  
S I M U L T A N E O U S  S E C O N D  O R D E R  D I F F E R E N T I A L  
E Q U A T I O N S
In ge^ e^ra], oscillators consisting of two separately tuned circuits coupled 
together are described by two simultaneous differential equations of the 
second order. The tuned grid tuned plate oscillator is an example. The equi­
valent circuit of a TG—TP  oscillator is shown in figure 1.
dW,
df-
Fig. 1. Equivnlont circuit of a tiuiod grid tuned plate oscillator. 
The differential equations describing the oscillator are given by
+  _ 1 _  ^  P  -I- M  F +^  ~(\ +  C,; <il I jj, ' I (•-’
-I-
12) {G~i ~VG,2)
d^v_,
dt^
dp
1 1 dV.a .1  ^a___
dt
1 (la)
dl
. (lb)
Ff is very large compared to R^, the non-linearity is introduced by 
only. j7„, can bo generally expressed as a function of Kg in the form of a poly­
nomial
Common single tuned circuit oscillators when supplying the output to a 
timed load directly coupled to it are also described by two simultaneous differential
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a tuned plate oscillator coupled to a tuned circuit.
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equations of the second order. Such coupling is usual in the R.F. extra high 
tension supplies. The equivalent circuit for a tuned plate oscillator coupled 
to a tuned load by mutual inductance is Shown in figure 2.
The differential equations for this circuit are
4 . f A _  -L  1 4 .„  1 ^
U ^ + A ) '  (4 + X i) C j  d t  (L ^ + L ,)G ^ R p  d t
_1_ h  j
! ■ + £ )
M  dH^ . .. (2a)^(L3+L,)(7, ' (L a+ 4) dt^ ‘ ■
dU ^  , Ra d/g , 
dt^ 4
 ^ I  —
l A  '
M  d n ,  _  
dt^
.. (2b)
S O L U T I O N  B Y  T H E  V A R I A T I O N  O F  P A R A M E T E R  
M E T H O D
The above differential equation may, in general, be vTitten in the form
S  +  +  ... 8 . ,
In what follows it is assumed that
= - “» % •
(:^ b)
(4a)
(4b)
Eliminatmg and neglecting terms involving the product which is assumed 
to be -small, one gets
When =  c»2 =  0, solution of Eqn. 4 is given by
cos (Wjo« +  +  ^ 2  COB (g)20« 02).
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where
2 _  -1- C02^ -  -  (0 2 ^ )2  +  4 i f i ^ 2 C ^ > 2 ^ ] i
k , K , y ^
, a _  +  “ a* +  [ ( « i “ — 0)j’‘ ) +
“  ” ■ 2 { l - K ; K ,r
(6)
(7a)
(7b)
Alt A 2, 0 1  and 0 a are constants determined by the initial values of Xi and 
its derivatives.
When a>i and are finite Ai, A,^ , 0i and 0a are not constant but are functions, 
of time. In that case we may rewrite Eqn. (6 ) as
Xi ^  Ai{t) cos [wjoi H 0 i(OJ 4 A^ii) cos [a^ot +  0 2 (0 ], ■. (7)
and substitute this value m Eqn. (,5). Since and are small, though finite, 
an approximate solution may be obtained retaining the first order derivatives 
only. Thus
d A i_ F sin (oi,o«+0i) ... (Ha)
dt i^o(^ dao^ “  Wio^ )
d A ^ ^ F sin (cOao< +  0 2 ) ... (8 b)
dl “ 20(^20  ^ ^ 10 )^
1 F  cos («ioi +  0i) ... (8 e)
dt ■ ^1 ^Jo(^20* h^o^ )
d0 2 _
dt
1  F COB ((Oao^  4- 0z) 
■ ^2 ^ 2o(^20  ^ ^ 10 )^
... (Hd)
vdiere
^ -  « 4  S ’ + ^  -S ’ ]
- “4 ^»^'da)-|>- +  ..aV(a:.)‘J > ] . (9)
Since ttj and «a assumed to be small, Ai, A 2, 0i, 0 2 . which vary little 
over a period of oscillation can be approximately taken to be equal to their average 
values over the period.
Now, iffixi) is given by a polynomial, F  can be expanded into a Fourier series
Stt Sttof the two fundamental periods - - a n d  — . Let am, O20’ i^o> ^2o» coeffi-
oients of sin (om  ^+  ^ 1 ), sin (coao^  +  ^ 2), cos (com^  +  0 )^, cos (cogo^  +  ^ 2) respec­
tively in the expansion, then
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dA i _  _<tio_____________
dt 2  Wm(ogo'^  -  o)m®j ’
dA, 1_2 _   ^ ____
dt 2  W2o(W20®—Wio^ ),
^Y1  __ ^ ___ _________
dt 2  Ai cOm(t»)2o^
d<p2
~dt
(1 0 a)
(1 0 b)
(1 0 c)
(lOd)_1 _____^2p____
2 A 2 C02o(W2o® Wio®)
If (Oio and Wgo are not integrally related, the only conditions for equilibrium 
arc — 0 , A^ — 0 , and the equilibrium values of A^ and A 2 may bo obtained 
therefrom Also, the equilibrium is stable, if the roots of the equation
p - d A i d A ,
d A i d A ,
0A2
dA^ ^  a i .
=  0 ( 11)
have theii' real parts negative for the equilibrium values of and A^.
If coio and cogo are integrally related, i.e,,  ^ ^  , 2  being an integral
3 «
ratio, then for equilibrium in addition to the conditions A^ — O, ^ 2  =  0 , it is 
required that
0 = M - # 2  =  O. ... (1 2 )
In this ease stable equilibrium will require the roots of the equation
d A i
dA ^
dA^
d(^
dia
dAy
dio
^ ' T a I
dA ^
d</f
== 0 ... (13)
d k
d A i
d ^
d A ^
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to have negative real parts. The derivatives are to be evaluated at the equi­
librium values of i4p and <j>.
It may be noted that small deviations in the ratio of ^  from the integral
Wio
value may be compensated by (j>. In that case for equilibrium condition (1 2 ) 
will be replaced by
where
Aco+ 0  =  0 , 
Ao =  pwio-g-wao- .. (14)
An oscillator, stabilised by a non-linearity characterised by ai/(aji) =  cx-  ^
will now be considered in the light of the above general analysis. For such 
an oscillator three distinct cases are to be considered; these are discussed below :
Case, I  : Wjg/wio has a value other than 2/1 or 3/1. In this case, 
( l—JTiZalaio =  “ io )^«io—«^i^i(‘^ 2^ - “ io^ )wio
+  4 -4i (o)2 2 - coio®)wio(A i 2-1-2A2*‘), (15a)
(1 —£^^ 2^)^20 — ®2-^ a(^ 20^  l^*)<*^ 2oH~%'^ a(^ 20** 2^^ )
-^2(^20^
Putting
hin — &an — 0
— ,. 2
(15b)
(15c)
and -- (o-aa-a,) = - ^ 20^
Eqn. (15a) and (15b) may be written as
{ l-K ,K ,)a ^ ,^  I  ((Oa“-co,„*)[-Aio2+A i2-f-2 A2*]Ai, ... (16a)
(l” -^i-^a)® 20------g ••• (1 ®!*)
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Hence from Eqns. (1 0 a) and (10b)
^ \^i9 ~Wjo )
m - J W A ,  I  [ -A ,,^+ A ^+ 2 A ,‘iA,
.. (17a) 
.. (17b)
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Conditions of equilibrium are given by
^ i( - ^ io' + ^ i®+2 ^ 2 )^ =  0 ,
^ 2 (-^ 2 oN -v42M~2^i2) _  0 .
These conditions are satisfied by either of the following three jjossible combi­
nations of Ai and ■
(1 ) i4g =  0 , =  ... (iKa)
(2 ) ^ 1  =  0 , A^ = A.^ .^ ... (18b)
(3) ^ j2 =  M 4 o“. ■ ^10  ^ 4  2 — ”■ -^2  , .4, _  -  ^ ... (18c)
The equilibrium corresponding to the combination —0 , A^^-A-^q 
A ^
is stable if “j ^ > i  i^-nd that corresponding to the combination A^ — 0 , A^ — A 20 
A ^is stable if <  2. The third combination gives unstable equilibrium (Van 
" 2 0
Her Pol 1922).
Thus, the oscillator will oscillate at one frequency at a time. Further, if
A ^i < - j -^2 ^  2  oscillator may choose any of the two frequencies, the choice 
^ 2 0
being determined by the initial values of A^, A 2 and their derivatives.
C/Q186 I I  ^ 2 0  ! ^ 10  3 I 1 .
Here,
( 1 K^K^CI^q— [- 1^0  ^ (■^ l*~}'2 ^ 2 )^ ^ 1 ^ 2  ^
(l-'-^i^"2)«20 =  [ ^ 2 0 ® - (^ 2 *+ 2 i4 ia )- ^ ^ c o 8  9ij |  coao^ l2(01202- 0)22),
=  — -|'Wio(W2® — Wio2)^^M 2 Sill0 .
(1 ~ -^ 1^ 2)^20 ------ ^ ^ 2o(*^ 20* t 2^*)—^  sin0 .
(19a)
(19b)
(19c)
(19d)
Thus, from Eqns. (10a), (10b), (10c) and (lOd) and remembering Eqn. (12),
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(2-4,*+-!,*)—-4jj1jcos -4,,..,. (2 0 a)
(cJbo® “  c)jo^ )
[ -4 ,„« -(2 -l,"+ -4 ,» )-^^  cos^] A^ .. . (2 0 b)
3(W2® -  tOlo®) 
(^ ao® ^ 10®) * ^  (lOa,* -  «,„«) 3 J -4, ^
. (2 0 c)
Equilibrium conditions are obtained for either of the two possible com­
binations:
( 1)
(2)
— 0 , -^ ao'
^ 10® =  2 ^ 2® +  a cos
A ^  =  2A ^  +  a^® +  ^  ‘^ os (j) (sin ^ =  0 ).oJLn
... (2 1 a) 
=  0 ), , ... (2 1 b)
... (2 1 o)
A
Of these the equilibrium given by the first combination will be stable if
- ^ 2  <  2. The equilibrium corresponding to the second combination will be 
■ ^20
stable if.cos 0  =  —1 , i.e. 0  =  tt and if A^ and A^, given by equations (2 1 b) and 
(2 1 c) satisfy the condition
(2 ^,» -  A^A^) ( 2 ^.* +  -  (4 4 ,^ . -  ^,*)« <  0 .
Writing -<42 =  nA-^ , n being a positive real number, the above inequality 
reduces to
Whence,
n» +  6 »* + . |-  -  4n -  i  >  0 , 
n <  0.54 . . .  (22)
i.e. the combination 2  is stable if the ratio between the equilibrium values of ilg 
and A^ is loss than 0.64. ^
-<4 ®Further from Eqns, (21b) and (21c), it is observed that n is related to
■“ 20
by the relation
^ , 2  2 n» +  1  -  n^10 — 
^20
. . .  (23)
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When £Oao departs from 3 Wm by a small amount Aco, i.e., to^o =  ±
equilibrium conditions are given by
A t o --------  ^ \ 4 2 I (*^20® “ ■ -^1® 1 -^ 1 gin (A
^ 10® =  +  Ai^ +  ^i-da cos 0 ,
3 m* - 2>4i* +  ^j* +  ^ o o s
o^>
2 (T-K iJfa)’
■ (24a) 
(24b) 
• (24c)
Case I I I  : : ciin, =  2 : 1 .
In this case, it may be seen that
2 ( 1 '  1^)*^-“ 10^  [ .4i„*-(^,*H-23,*)- 2*^.008 0 1 A „... (25a) 
2 (1 -^* ^* )^* =  - | ! 5 : * : S  ^ ....... (255)
2 (1 -K ,K ,)^  =  I  \ 3 ,*+  1  T  -  (26c)
2  L (wgo WjQ ) (<*^zo “ ^^10 ) ^
Equilibrium conditions arc given by either of the two possible combinations :
(1 ) A-^  — 0 , A^ — A 2Q. ... (26a)
(2 ) A^q^ =  ^ i “+ 2 ^a®+ T ^ 2  ’^08 0  sin 0  =  0 ) ... (26b)
=  3 ,* + 2 3 i»+ ^  oos?S(6 Bin,6 =  0) ... (26c)C
A  ®Eor the first combination the equilibrium is stable when <  2. For
-^20“
the second combination, the equihbrium is stable if 6 cos 0  is negative and 
* 3,» +  ^  .4,* -  6^,» -  >  0 . (27)
where Aj^  and A^ satisfy the equations (266) and (26o).
I t  may be noted that Eqns. (26b) and (26c) may be solved directly to obtain 
the equilibrium values of A^ and A^. Thus, on eliminating A^ the following 
equation is obtained.
A,> -  3,* + 1  [ 3 m* -  23m‘ +  2 ( J ) ]  3 ,  +  J  |3 i„ *  =  0, (28)
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For a particular combination of the values of-^ , and thpre are three
values of A^ which satisfy Eqn. (28). However, only one of them satisfy the 
inequality (27).
When coao departs from 2  cojo by a small amount Aw, i.e., Wgo =  2wio± „ Aw
-2 { \-K ,K lr
Eqn. (25c) is replaced by
Aw=—  ^ [ 2  A 2 1 (^20  ^ C)g^ ) sin 0  rrtQV
2 l  (wg“2-w,o2)^’“ ^(w ;o^-W ) 2 J A , -   ^ ^
I t should be noted that in both Cases II and III  oscillation at the lower 
frequency alone is not possible. The oscillator may either oscillate at the higher 
frequency alone or at both simultaneously.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  V E R I F I C A T I O N
The theoretical results presented in the above section have been verified 
on an electronic differential analyser. In the following paragraphs the appli­
cation of the analyser for the verification of Eqns. (18a), (18b), (23), (24a) and 
(28) has been discussed.
The differential equations to be set on the computer are
* 2 dt dt^
d^ X^  I 2fr j_rt diTg I !/■ d^ X^  _ «
Eqn. (30a) can also be written as
( -« A +  I  *1»+ 3 v )  +^» a = 0
(30a)
(30b)
(30o)
A set-up of the differential analyser for isolving Eqns. (30c) and (30b) is shown in 
figure 3. The non-linear function generator for generating the function/j(a;i) =
b c„ a:i“+  is of the biased diode type (Burt and Lange, 1966, Meissinger, 1 9 ^ )? . 
2  o
The solution x^, .Tg and their derivatives appear at the points marked on the 
figure.
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Eqns. (18a) and (18b) relate the losses at the two frequencies with the ampU* 
tudes of oscillations when the oscillations occur singly. For verification of these
Fip. 3. Set-up of the differential analyser for solving the oquatiors : 
X2-{- «2®2 H- + ^1*1 ™
Fig. 4. (a) Plots of Ai against a2/«»t- (b) Plots of Aa against aa/oi
-Thooreiioal plot for stable oscillations.
1  —a 
3
_______Theoretical plot for unstable osoillation.
X) Exporimetital points.
= 0.»12. P - 1 .7 U  I I - . T -  1. 0 =  1 l I I - a  =  1.0M 0 - 0 5 B
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equations osoillations at the two frequencies are excited individually and their
amplitudes measured for selected values of the parameters p, or and —1 . In
c
figure 4 experimental plots relating and with are shown along with the
theoretically calculated curves for three sets of values of p and cr for — i.
c
Eqn. (23) gives the ratio of the amplitudes of simultaneous oscillations at the
A ®two frequencies related by the ratio 3 ; 1  for different values of ■ Verification
an
of this equation would require determination of the ratio for different settings
of . Different values of were set by varying . Values of within
-"20 " 2 0  ^'1 A 20
the range 0  to oo were obtained by making — i and — 0 .8  and values 
within the range ~ oo to 0 , by making Wj® 0.8 and =  1. For determining 
the ratio of the amplitudes, oscillations at the two frequencies were first separated 
by combining the outputs at B  and C. The output at A is given by
=  Ai COB (w jo  t 4 -  (j>j) -I- A  ^ cos (to^o  t +  0 a )
The outputs at B  and 0  are therefore given by respectively •
A 2 " 11 1 -
JS'i* — “  J dt ■= ™ AWio sin (o ) io  t + - - 2  8in (6)2o< +  ^ 2) ^20
and
Hence,
Bo =  —Xi =  Ujo sin (w„ < +  +  Wao-la (‘■'so < +
s in  ( u j ,  I  +  ^ , )
« a o ( l -  " 4 )\ 0>uf/
(31a)
( *^ 10*  X )
« 1 0  \ U«o* /
-  = ^ 1  ain (31b)
io ' “ m
Thus, the amplitudes of oscillation at the two frequencies can be deter- 
mined using the Eqns. (31a) and (31b). Experimental values of w =  for
A *different values of along with the theoretical values are given in figure 6 .
A nn
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Eqn. (24a) relates the phase difference between two approximately 830ichronous 
oscillations pulled into synclu'onism by the non-linearity, with Aco. Verification
Tlioorotieal plot for stable oscillationfi
---------- Thooretieal plot for unstable oscillations
o Exponmontal poiiitb,
of this equation requires determination of ^ for different settings of Ato. This 
was set to different values by varying the value of The phase 0 was
measured by an oseilloscjopo. The arraiigeinent used in shown in figure 6 .
Fig. 6. Experimental arra^igomoni for measuring 0 when =  Sw,,, ±
Oscillations at the two frequencies were separated as described above. The 
sinusoidal voltage varying at the frequency cogo was fed to the X-plate and that 
varying at the frequency Oio was fed to the T-plate. In general, the plot on the 
oscilloscope screen touches the verticS/1 line at six points, marked A, B, 0, D, E 
and E in figure 6. Let ^ od distances between A  and
F, B and E, C and D respectively. Then cos ^ ) and also - =dj^ jp \3 3 /
cos 3  ]• The distances djj/s and do/) were measured by shifting the
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Fig, 7. Plot ot 0 against A" for 0)20— 3tdi„ ^  ^w.
-----------  Thoorotical plot.
o Exporimental points.
pattern vertically and noting the voltages required for bringing the different
points on the zero lino, which was put on the oscilloscope by opening a switch
at intervals. The shifting voltage was obtained from a calibrated helipot which
gives the distance directly. The experimental plot of ^ against Aw, for =
Wjj2 =  1  are shown in figure 7 together with the theoretical plot.
Data for verification of Eqns. (26b) and (26c) were obtained in the same
manner as indicated in connection with Eqn. (23). The experimental plots of
4a agamst—^ for three values of A 20  ^ corresponding to — .2  is shown in 
A y c
figure 8 along with the theoretically calculated curves.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  T R A J E C T O R I E S  I N  T H E  Ay-A^ P L A N E
In all the cases discussed above it is found that the oscillator has two possible 
modes of stable oscillation. The particular mode chosen by it depends on the
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initial values of aud <j>. The growth of a particular mode from the initial
conditions is usually illustrated by drawing trajectories in the Ay^ —A^  ^ plane
26Fig. 8. Plots of A^jAy against — for (..'go "» 2wjo.
----------- Theoretical plot
o Exporimental points
1  ~ ^ iq2 = 0.2 0.1
II -  Ain“ 0.2 Aa„2 -  0.2
III -  Aur 0.2 .4a„a^ 0 26.
1*^10 method of isoclines. On the differential analyzer these trajectories 
may also be easily obtained by applying voltages proportional to Ay aud A.2, or 
some function of and A,^  to the X  and Y  plates. I t has been described before 
how voltages proportional to Ay sin and A 2, sin (oigo  ^+  ^^ 2) ^ 0
obtained by combining the outputs at B  and 0  (figure 3) in the steady state. 
During the transient state also the combined voltages will have amplitudes very 
nearly proportional to and A^ when ay and are small. Similarly by combin­
ing the outputs at A  and D voltages proportional to Ay cos (wio^+0i) ^ 2
((O20  ^ +  ^ 2) ^^^y l^ e obtained. By squaiing these Sine and Cosine voltages and 
adding them voltages representing Ay^ and A 2  ^ may be obtained.
Fig. 0. Experimental arrangement for double three phase rectification.
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For getting voltages proportional to and A 2, one may subject the sine 
and cosine voltages to multiphase rectification. One arrangement for doing 
this is shown in figure 9.
I t  will be noted that the voltage output at 0  is proportional to Ai but is mixed 
up with a certain amount of ripple, which is 3% in this case. The ripple content 
may be further reduced by quadruple three phase rectification in which case the 
ripple is only .6 %. For obtaining the trajectories it was found advantageous 
to employ the voltages corresponding to and A 2 ba obtained through the 
multiphase rectification circuit for it requires less components and is simpler 
than the squaring circuit.
The trajectories as obtained on the analyser are shown in figure 10. Figure 
1 0 (a) gives the trajectories for a particular combination of tiigo and coiqi not 
integrally relatod. I t  is seen that in this case the two stable equilibrium points 
lie on the two axes. The third equilibrium point which is unstable is also clearly 
indicated.
(H)
( b )
Kig. 10. Experimental trajectories in the plane.
(a) Trajectories for u^o and uio non-intogrally related.
(b) Trajectories for
(0) Trajectories for Wjo =  2«io
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Figure 10(b) gives the trajectories for =  Scon,. In this case one of the 
stable equilibrium points lies on the axis, whereas the other one lies at a point 
for which both and A 2, have finite values. There is a third equilibrium point 
which is, however, unstable. In contrast to the previous' case, trajectories in 
the A^ plane are not unique in this case since they also depend on 0. This 
explains the crossing of some of the trajectories. Figure 1 0 (c) gives the trajec­
tories for ojgfl =  2 wio, the general characteristics of which are similar to those 
in figure 1 0 (b).
C O N C L U S I O N S
An oscillator with two degrees of freedom and stabilised by a cubic non­
linearity has two possible modes of oscillations. I t may oscillate at one of the two 
possible frequencies at a time or at both simultaneously. The latter mode is 
stable only if the two frequencies are related approximately by the integral ratio 
3 .1  or 2 . 1 .  The order of approximation in the integral ratio permittmg the 
simultaneous oscillation is determined by the magnitude of the non-linearity. 
The stable amplitudes of oscillation as also their conditions of stability as obtained 
theoretically by the variation of parameter method agree quite closely with those 
obtained experimentally with the help of a differential analyser. A differential 
analyser can also be used very usefully for obtaining trajectories in the A^—A^ 
plane which show clearly the growth of oscillations of a particular mode from the 
various initial conditions, as well as the different possible equilibrium points.
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